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∗ The experiences of Previously Incarcerated Indigenous Students 
(PIIS) need to be included in pedagogy

∗ This study focuses on PIIS marginalization in society and in 
educational settings

∗ These responses will provide evidence that will produce a shift in 
pedagogy that is inclusive of this population

Brief Intro of Topic and Study



By Dr. Lori Lambert from Research for Indigenous Survival gets to the “heart” of the issue



∗ Tribal CRiT + this Indigenous Research Model
∗ Assists students and classroom educators to create a 

positive learning environment. 
∗ Indigenous students, including Previously 

Incarcerated Indigenous Students (PIIS), earn 
degrees and achieve “success”

Purpose of the Study



∗ Previously Incarcerated Indigenous Students (PIIS) 
need: 
• To know that their experiences are valued
• To know that they have specialized knowledge
• To know that they have the ability to be academically 

successful
∗ Adult Basic Education (ABE) Classroom educators 

need:
• Appropriate training 
• Preparation
• To understand the value of student experiences

Significance of/Need for the Study



1) What does academic success mean to Previously Incarcerated 
Indigenous Students (PIIS) in Adult Basic Education (ABE) 
programs at tribal colleges and universities (TCUs)?

2) How is the experience of incarceration seen by the Previously 
Incarcerated Indigenous Students (PIIS) and their instructor in 
Adult Basic Education (ABE) programs at tribal colleges and 
universities (TCUs)?

3) What do Previously Incarcerated Indigenous Students (PIIS) need 
to be academically successful and to attain degrees in tribal 
colleges in Adult Basic Education (ABE) programs at tribal colleges 
and universities (TCUs)?

Research Questions  



∗ Incarcerated people are: 
∗ Stupid
∗ Only capable of staying in prison
∗ “Criminal" 
∗ Bad person
∗ Unworthy
∗ A problem
∗ Mentally ill
∗ Dangerous
∗ Unable of accomplishments

Key Assumptions



∗ Mandatory minimum sentencing laws may require the 
student to return to prison

∗ “Stopping out” versus “dropping out”
∗ This study is not generalizable because I am not able 

to go to each tribal college

Limitations of the Study



 Background of TCUs
 Native American Students in Higher Education
 Background of Native Americans in Prison Systems 
 School to Prison Pipeline Mass Incarceration
 Human and Social Capital of Incarcerated people

Each gap in literature will be addressed by 
participants in the listening sessions

Emerging Themes in Literature



∗ The Tribal College movement grew out of the 
American Indian "self-determination" movement of 
the 1960s as a response to the higher education 
needs of American Indians (AIHEC, 1999)

∗ TCUs generally serve geographically isolated 
populations that have no other means of accessing 
education beyond the high school level (AIHEC, 1999)

∗ Attending a TCU allows students to be close to their 
home/tribal communities 

Background of Tribal Colleges and 
Universities (TCUs)



∗ Native American students are an underrepresented minority 
group in higher education, representing less than 1% of all 
college-going students in the United States (Ginder & Kelly-
Reid, 2013).

∗ Tribal colleges are important and necessary, yet they are not 
without room for improvement (Tierney, 1995.

∗ Tribal colleges sometimes work with this dynamic and it has 
the potential to make students feel more comfortable and for 
them to share some of their life experiences (Thomas, 1996) 
such as being previously incarcerated.

Native American Students in Higher 
Education



∗ The inherent roots of mass incarceration are 
historically situated in Indian dispossession and the 
obtainment of Indian land, and to omit this from any 
narrative is irresponsible (Annis, 2017)

∗ Colonization as imprisonment continues today 

Background of Native Americans in 
Prison Systems



∗ The narratives of previously incarcerated people are 
not highlighted in literature. 

∗ There are studies of people that are still incarcerated 
but few exist in readily available formats.

∗ Data is used to skew reality of situations, including 
the reality of colonization. There is room to tell these 
stories as a response to the current literature. 

∗ There is an opportunity to alter this discussion and for 
future studies and research. This is the power of this 
study.

Gaps in the Literature related to this 
topic of study



∗ Site specific
∗ Personal connection to each site works out logistics
∗ Present research questions
∗ Listen to and record authentic voices
∗ Compile narratives
∗ Identify themes
∗ Create curriculum and training materials for future 

classroom instructors
∗ Defining future pedagogy

Data Collection



∗ Participants will learn about the study via flyers 
posted around campus

∗ Participants will attend listening sessions and respond 
to questions

∗ The transcripts of the video recordings will be 
provided to the participants before anything is 
published in the hope of maintaining the integrity and 
accountability of the participants.

Data Collection and Sampling, cont.



∗ Questions?
∗ Comments?

Jodi Burshia (Laguna Pueblo, Diné, Hunkpapa Lakota, 
Assiniboine and Sioux)

jburshia@unm.edu

Thank you!
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